An Early 20th Century Night On the Town—Laurel Style
Presented by Laurel Historical Society and Venus Theatre
March 6, 2010

Dinner
Visit the Current Exhibit “Snapshots in Time: Our Community in 1910 and 2010.”

The World Premiere of:
Zelda at the Oasis
This play about Zelda Fitzgerald, the wife of F. Scott Fitzgerald, explores Zelda’s struggle to realize herself as a recognized artist in her own right.
Written by P.H. Lin and directed by Lynn Sharp Spears.

Cost, $35
RSVP by February 20 to info@laurelhistoricalsociety.org or 301.725.7975
Reservations Must Include Email and Phone Number.
Snow Date: March 13, 2010

Enjoy a Night on the Town—Laurel Style!